AC ENG 20C: Academic Writing Online Course

SUMMER SESSION 10-WEEK (June 22-August 27, 2020)

This course is designed for undergraduate multilingual students to develop foundational research writing skills. In the course, students will learn the purposes of research and engage in the processes of conducting a research project. Topics of discussion include: generating research questions, searching for credible sources, integrating and synthesizing sources for knowledge construction, developing a stance, organizing and presenting multiple perspectives, drafting and editing, etc.

*Prerequisite: successful completion of Ac Eng 20B OR Ac Eng 20C placement.
*For more information regarding the placement exam, please visit the Testing Center's website here.

SUMMER SESSION 10-WEEK COURSE OFFERING:
SECTION 20005 ONLINE COURSE
Find information on enrolling in a Summer Session course here.

FOR ENROLLMENT QUESTIONS, CONTACT SUMMER SESSION: WWW.SUMMER.UCI.EDU